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Cultural operator(s)  
 

Name Industrial Foundation 

Short 
description 

 
Industrial Foundation is a think tank, which was set up in 2007 in 
Poland. Our mission is to promote an open society, liberal economic 
ideas and liberal culture. We publish an expert, social-political 
magazine Liberté! as well as we run cultural center in the city of Lodz 
"6 Dzielnica" (6th District). It is a place of civic debates, conferences, 
artistic events, exhibitions and concertes. 
"Design Your Summer - Summer of Design" is a summer part of a new 
permanent project of our Foundation - Design Center (Tuwima 17 
Street, Lodz, Poland),  which will focus on craft and design, trying to 
reshape public space and to develop a new audience. 
 

Contact details 

 
Magdalena Melnyk 
+48 660 763 024 
magdamelnyk@gmail.com 
Piotrkowska Street 102, 90-004 Lodz, Poland 
igrzyskawolnosci.pl/en/o-organizatorze 
 

 
 
Project  
 

Field(s) 

 
Heritage, Festival, Photography, Music, Interdisciplinary projects, 
Audience development, Scalpture, Performative arts, Visual arts, 
Dance, Theatre, Design 
 

Description 

 
"Design Your Summer - Summer of Design" 
We are looking for designers and cultural institutions related to the 
topic of designing and craft, ready to take an active part in our 
summer project delivering exhibitions, workshops, organizing artistic 

mailto:magdamelnyk@gmail.com
http://igrzyskawolnosci.pl/en/o-organizatorze/


installations, giving performances and performing other activities in 
order to reshape public space and make it more friendly for its 
potential users, in the same time attracting and developing new 
audience. 
 
We hope that thanks to the funds obtained we will be able to cover the 
costs of stay and transportation within the project as well as to 
finance the materials needed for the work and give the project wide 
coverage in the local and national media.  
 
Our main goal is to bring closer to the Polish audience the richness of 
European modern art and design as well as presenting regional craft 
from UE countries reflected more and more often in the works of 
contemporary artists. Therefore, we are looking forward to be able to 
cooperate with the representatives of the world of craft, design and 
art from the European Union strengthening regional identity, getting 
to know each other better, working together and learning one from 
the other. We believe that our common heritage will work as a 
platform in order to both enrich our cultural diversity and will lead to 
establishing common cultural productions in the future. We hope that 
our project will capture media wide attention and will be repeated 
annually. 
 

 
 
Partners searched 
 

Countries All  programme countries 

Profile 

 

Designers and cultural institutions related to the topic of designing 
and craft, ready to take an active part in summer project delivering 
exhibitions, workshops, organizing artistic installations, giving 
performances and performing other activities in order to reshape 
public space and make it more friendly for its potential users, in the 
same time attracting and developing new audience. 
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